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1. Background and Brief
In 2009, PRS for Music Foundation initiated New Music Plus, a creative and professional
development programme run in partnership with the hub to enable non-music and cross-art
form organisations to co-produce dynamic live music events with hand-picked music events
producers. NMP aimed to:




Strengthen leadership skills and cross art form learning amongst organisations and
independent producers who had not worked together before
Establish a UK wide network of producers and organisations which supports exchange of
expertise and opportunities to co-commission or tour new work
Support the artistic and professional development of all who took part

After an initial two year pilot in London in 2009, and then in 2010 a second two year regional
programme in the North West, the UK-wide New Music Plus UK was launched in 2012, and
concluded in autumn 2014. In total, 28 producers have participated, paired with cross art
form hosts and mentors. Individuals have received a bursary, training, a professional
development programme, and funds to initiate a co-produced event with their host
organisation. Alongside its own investment, PRSF has attracted generous support from other
funders to enable the programme to take place. See www.prsformusicfoundation.com
Following this six year commitment to supporting independent music producers through a
bespoke development programme, PRSF wanted to cross reference this experience with
others’ perceptions of the current landscape for what they see as important intermediaries
between artist, work and audience. The Foundation therefore asked me to undertake a
consultation to help understand the current needs, challenges and opportunities in relation to
independent producing within new music:



What are the key challenges and opportunities facing those producing independently in
music at present?
What are their needs, if they are to succeed in their chosen areas more fully?

The consultation has also looked at other disciplines where the independent producer’s role is
recognised and being developed, to see how this can inform the picture, and some examples
of other initiatives are given in Appendix 2. The work has been undertaken through phone
interviews and meetings, seeking to draw on the insights of individuals. I was not asked to
undertake a research-based analysis of data or trends, or to make an evaluation of the
outcomes or sectoral impacts of the New Music Plus programmes to date.
I have spoken with an agreed list of 39 individuals drawn from participants, partners, mentors
and funders of NMP, and also from a wider network of individuals: artists who have
collaborated closely with producers or who have adopted the producer’s role themselves; key
players in the music sector; individuals within other disciplines who have involved themselves
with producer development; and some others who can offer an overview of the current state
of play in music and indeed on a comparative basis in other art form areas as well. I would
like to thank all those who gave their time and thoughts so generously. Those I spoke with
and the questions explored are listed in Appendix 1.
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2. Summary
In all the fascinating conversations across this consultation, I began with the question, ‘What’s
changed since New Music Plus was first envisaged, back in 2008?’ From many, the answer
came: across art forms, there are more individuals identifying themselves as producers now,
often at relatively early stages in their career, and the role is more widely acknowledged though some commented that in music there is less of a tradition of producing than in other
art forms, and the role often takes something of a different form. In addition, artists and
composers are increasingly stepping into producing their own and others’ work, and many are
doing this with distinctive impact and flair. There is a richness and freshness within
independent producing in new music at present, and interestingly not everyone who is setting
the pace with this is self-identifying as a producer.
But however you see yourself, it takes just as much to develop the wide-ranging skillset that
independent producing requires, and it’s just as hard – if not harder - to resource the
development time and ambition at the heart of successful producing, to carry the risks
involved, and not only to survive financially but also to pursue a maturing practice that
achieves more for artists and audiences, especially if you seek to work independently as a
producer in a sustained way in your career.
Independent producers’ needs have changed little, in whatever art form they work and at
whatever stage of their career. These needs include:








Unbounded resilience and resourcefulness
Lively and connected networks
Wide ranging and up to date knowledge
An already broad skillset that is growing even wider as the digital world gathers pace
Ways to keep developing professionally, despite the relative isolation of working
independently
A viable way to invest the development time that unlocks successful producing
The ability to secure the resources that projects require.

For those who seek to interact with institutions in their work, there’s both dynamism and
retrenchment out there. There’s been a growing trend in recent years, in part stimulated by
New Music Plus, that has seen visual arts, heritage, and multi-artform institutions increasingly
interested to work with independent producers to programme new music. These
collaborations have been predominantly guided by institutions’ aspiration to reach new
audiences. This trend is now reported in some instances to be in retreat. While some
institutions are continuing to pursue their visions with ambition and vibrancy and remain in
strong producing shape themselves, and some are retaining their interest in collaborating with
independents, funding cuts are resulting in a loss of the capacity to programme ambitiously or
consistently for others. Audiences are reported to be effected as a result. The situation for
some is getting serious, and across this picture the institutional landscape for independent
producing in new music is changing as a result.
For other independents, their interest is different: they want to produce outside these
institutions in order to open up new spaces and platforms – both cultural and physical – that
will support the music they’re passionate about and connect it with an audience. There’s a
lively scene afoot here in London and to some extent other cities too, with an audience
hungry for this kind of ‘experience’ culture. This independent, DIY scene is greatly facilitated
by the new ways of connecting and communicating offered by the online world. However, the
speed of transformation and the scope of new technologies present real difficulties too.
There have been commissioning and producing opportunities for independent producers in
recent years in relation to the Cities of Culture and national cultural celebrations such as the
2012 Cultural Olympiad and 14-18 NOW, if they can acquire the capacity to build and lead
projects in their own right. In new music, however, this has rarely taken shape so far. The
outdoor festival scene may also present opportunities for some, but the tough economics of
promoting prevail.
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In relation to funding, many people feel that the greater understanding of the independent
producer’s role has made it easier to engage funders – both public funders and trusts and
foundations - with the potential for support. However, this is offset by the competition for
available funds, which due to the pressures on public funding is getting greater all the time.
The toughest funding challenge identified by many, especially important for those without
regular funding support, is how to be in a position financially to invest the development time
that successful producing so often requires, and it is here that a change of approach from
funders is sought by some of those with whom I spoke.
The landscape for independent producing in new music is thus one of many parts, combining
new possibilities, innovation, and resourceful ambition with growing pressures, challenge, and
complexity. Factors at play impact differently on different producers, and often present both
challenges and opportunities at once. For every generalisation, there’s an important and
enlightening exception, and this document does its best to convey the multiplicity of the
picture overall.

http://youtu.be/1bNc0meVuAU
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3. Independent producing in new music: what is it, who does
it, and why does it matter?

3.1. What is independent producing in new music?
Across areas of artistic practice, an understanding or definition of producing – and thus
independent producing - takes different shapes. Setting aside ‘producer’ as a term applied to
music studio production, many in the performing arts would see you as a producer if you work
with an artist to conceive and realise a project, find its audience and its place in the world,
raise the finance, and participate in the risks involved. Some producers focus on one-off
commissioning and producing collaborations, and some have longer term relationships with
artists, seeking to produce and develop their work over time.
In music, there is less of a tradition of working with a composer to produce a new work in this
way, partly because only certain composers need support of this kind. Publishers, record
labels, managers, and booking agents play a supportive role for many, depending on the
genre and area of the music economy in which they work, and are able to do what is needed
to get the artists’ new work performed and off the ground. It tends to be composers whose
work is multi-media, multi-disciplinary, theatrical, or installation-based in form, or that takes
place outside of the established concert hall or gig format, who need to work with a producer
if they are going to be able to raise the funds, put the production of their work together, and
reach audiences in the way they seek..
Producing for the purpose of this report is therefore understood as a distinctive mix of working
with artists to lead on producing these new works and equally, and possibly more widely, a
focus on the programming and presentation of new music: the creation of new performing
platforms and new curatorial frames, often placed within wider art form and cultural contexts,
angled in ways to find and connect with an audience. Described by one producer as ‘creating
the scaffolding first and then the building’, this way of working is often seen as akin to curating
in the visual arts.
‘I have embraced the idea of curator more strongly than producer as time has gone by
because of the theoretical position this suggests.’
‘Producing to me means that you draw ideas out, you curate, test and k nock them about with
the artists, think about how they could work for the audience. You budget, lead on delivery,
and hold the risk s.’
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‘I’m not sure about the right language to describe what we do. We mak e arts projects
happen. Does it matter what we call ourselves? We work in so many different ways.’
3.2. Who is doing it?
My brief has defined independent producers as those who are not employed by an
established venue or festival, and instead work with a range of artists of their choice, often
partnering extensively with others to realise the project in hand. I’ve also spoken with
individuals who are producing within institutions or collaborating with independent producers,
to gain their perspective on the independents’ world.
Some independents work freelance, contracted by artists or institutions, combining producing
with other jobs or projects. Others have built producing companies as the vehicle for their
work, within a limited company framework that allows them to carry the risks involved. When
not for profit, the track record of these companies can help to secure a funding base for what
they do. With this in place, producers such as Artangel, Artichoke or Serious have become
major players in the cultural scene. I have spoken to individuals across this picture.
My conversations also explored the ways in which some artists are stepping into independent
producing, alongside their lives as performers and composers, though they do not always
identify themselves as independent producers. A good number are doing this with notable
impact and flair.
‘There’s a massive underground scene where artists are self-producing and producing the
work of others, and they bring great creativity to this.’
3.3. Why does independent producing in new music matter?
Everyone I spoke to shared an assumption about why the producer’s role matters, and why
independent producing is important in the mix. The producer is recognised as being vital to
the way that new music is enabled and offered to an audience. Sometimes it’s an institution
that leads on this, and sometimes it’s an independent. The particular value of independent
producing is the way that it contributes to the breadth, innovation and richness of what is
taking shape in new music, the way that independent producers can help composers to make
new work, and to differing degrees the contribution that this and the creation of new
performing platforms can make to artist development.
3.3.1.

Richness, innovation, and diversity

Everyone agrees that independent producing makes a vital contribution to the richness,
innovation and diversity of what is happening in new music. This is through the ways that
independent producers contribute to institutions’ programmes, the ways that they create new
platforms, spaces and curatorial frames for new music, and the projects that they themselves
conceive and make happen.
‘Independent producers are vital to our approach as a venue, bringing new ideas, artistic
relationships, and audience communities.’
‘The independent producer role is an enriching force, and greatly adds to the diversity of what
is happening.’
‘Independent producers are vital to artists and as curators, for the fresh ideas and new
perspectives these individuals bring.’
3.3.2.

Facilitating new work and artist development

An independent producer can be vital to a composer’s ability to realise a new work or
performance as they would wish.
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‘When I am performing, I don’t need a producer. For my mixed media, installation work , it’s
essential. My institutional partners often can’t work in the way that’s needed, and it’s not
surprising if they don’t have my interests and vision as an artist at the heart of everything the
way an independent producer would do. I k now so many artists who face this.’
Beyond this, there are differing perspectives on the contribution of independent producing to
artist development. Some producers aim to support the development of artists wherever
possible. The platforms, exposure, and opportunities they generate can also add real value.
But some people I spoke to noted that it’s hard for independent producers to prioritise artists’
development needs, due to pressures of resourcing the creative process, the challenges of
the time needed, or because the focus on the audience in a given project is greater.
‘Artist development? The role of the producer varies a lot in this regard.’
‘An independent producer can contribute to artist development, but it’s really trick y to work in
this way.’
‘It’s difficult for independent producers to be in a position to invest in the building of really
good relationships, because of the open-ended approach required. This in turn can limit the
scope for artist development. I don’t observe a strong link here.’
3.3.3.

Consensus around its importance

Whatever the balance of views about independent producing’s contribution to artist
development, my conversations made clear that overall there is strong and wide spread
support for the importance of independent producing because of the vital and lively part it
plays in the vibrancy, diversity, richness, and light-footedness of the new music scene overall.
At its best, independent producing enriches institutions’ programmes, creates new platforms
and spaces, develops audiences, and initiates and produces creative projects and new works
that would not otherwise come to fruition.
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4. Challenges and opportunities – what is happening now?

A main focus of my conversations has been to understand what’s happening in the current
context for independent producing in new music. The conversations have been fascinating,
and have thrown up a varied and changeable picture that combines new possibilities,
innovation and resourceful ambition with growing pressures, challenge and complexity. It
adds up to a demanding and exciting landscape in which to operate.
For the most part, it’s hard to categorise the key factors as either decisive challenges or
opportunities because they impact on different producers in different ways. I have tried
instead to describe the picture with some of the multiplicity with which it was shared with me.
4.1. Wider recognition – but some fuzziness of language
Across the cultural and creative industries, the producer’s role has become more widely
recognised in the past few years. Many people commented on this as a helpful change that
makes it easier to engage potential partners and funders with what is being proposed.
But equally some people feel that as a term ‘producer’ is being used quite liberally now. This
has led to a fuzziness of definition. ‘It’s not a term to use lightly’ was a view expressed by a
good number, and they feel that it’s now sometimes confused with a level and type of
responsibility that might instead by described as those of a project, or general, manager. In
my conversations, people have also wanted to use a number of different terms for what they
do. They have spoken about producing, creative producing, independent producing, curating,
‘making things happen’, programming, and promoting. In my own work, I have stuck with the
language of independent producing adopted in my brief.
4.2. New entry points
The idea of becoming a producer is gaining currency and interest, notably amongst a younger
generation. HE institutions are stimulating an interest in producing at a career entry level,
with MA’s in Creative Producing and input at drama schools now taking shape in
conservatoires too. More would-be actors, directors, musicians, composers are now being
helped to think about some of the questions that lie ahead for them in this market place: how
will they get to make work and perform? Who will be their audience? How can they make all
this happen?
Over the past 6 years, New Music Plus itself has played a part within the world of new music,
providing mid or early career transition points into independent producing from careers as
performers, composers, writers, promoters, programmers, other arts management
specialisms, and from producing in other disciplines. It has been part of a healthy influx of
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talent into independent producing in new music and it will be interesting to observe the
benefits of this in the coming years.
4.3. It depends where you are
The context for life as an independent producer in new music varies significantly according to
where you are in the UK. In London, there’s such a density of cultural activity that the
challenge is how to make your mark as an independent and how to make a distinctive offering
in a richly supplied environment.
‘There’s more opportunity now than ever before: larger audiences, so much going on, new
k inds of cultural experience and form. There’s more of everything to play with - apart from
resources of course. I realise that I’m commenting on the nature of the London scene, and
that things vary significantly around the UK.’
London also has the densest freelance and start-up creative economy in the UK, feeding into
the arts, into cultural and creative entrepreneurship, and into tech and ‘maker’ start-ups. A
growing host of incubator initiatives and spaces have taken shape over the past few years to
respond to this entrepreneurialism, and despite the precarious nature of start-up and
freelance creative life, this trend looks set to continue to grow in the years ahead.
In other cities, such as Bristol, Liverpool, Edinburgh, Manchester, or Glasgow, there are
parallel creative and cultural communities, at different scales , densities, and with different
characteristics. In these cities, there’s a lively collaborative scene across art forms, willing
institutional partners, and an audience demand that provides opportunities for independents,
though much less critical mass for this way of working than in London.
‘It’s a lively, collaborative environment here, and I’m finding lots of opportunities.’
‘I would lik e to be engaging with independent producers who might approach me with
interesting ideas and proposals, but they are not coming to find me. Why is this?’
In many other areas there’s a sparse picture from which to operate as an independent
producer. There are few collaborators, partners, or audiences readily available, and little
practice of independent producing established as reference points. Even here, there’s some
interesting activity, such as Battersea Arts Centre’s Jerwood Regional Producers Network,
focused on connecting up independent theatre producers operating in ‘areas of low
engagement’ in England with each other and with colleagues in London, to generate mutual
peer-to-peer support and CPD.
4.4. The picture amongst the institutions
For those independents who want to engage with institutions, New Music Plus itself has
played a part in the strengthened involvement with new music commissioning and
programming amongst cross art form, heritage, and visual arts institutions in recent years.
This trend has been gathering pace, most often because of the audience development that it
is seen to offer. With the public funding pressures currently taking hold, however, many
observe that broadly this picture is in retreat.
4.4.1.

Heritage institutions

In the heritage sector, there has been a growing trend of projects and programmes produced
independently with heritage partners, who see the interesting audience development
potential, and often respond enthusiastically in terms of permissions, access to their facilities,
and the education and interpretation activities that accompany the project. They are less
likely to contribute financially, but if the independent producer can commit to the overall
producing costs and risks of a proposal, it is still possible to find willing partners here.
‘It feels relatively achievable to approach a museum or a heritage agency, say, with an
exciting project, though they rarely put any finance into it. We’ve just done a project where
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the host museum gave the space for free, and delivered the whole education programme, but
there was no cash contribution. We had to raise all the other finance.’
4.4.2.

Visual arts institutions

There has been a growth in the number of visual arts institutions interested to work with
independent producers expert in other art forms in recent years. New Music Plus itself is
often acknowledged as a factor here. But the move towards new music programming
amongst visual arts institutions has stayed largely within the public engagement ambitions of
visual arts institutions, and, as visual arts organisations, it is understandable that few seek to
integrate the possibilities of cross art form commissioning and producing into the heart of their
artistic agendas and goals.
‘It is much more common for visual arts institutions to work with independent producers, and
specifically in music, but it is not yet the norm. We all have to think much more laterally about
how we build and involve audiences. Work ing in other art form areas is crucial.’
‘I commission composers in exactly the same way that I would work with a visual artist: meet
them and discuss what they would lik e to do and go from there. There are not many visual
arts institutions who are interested or able to do this.’
Those that pursue an active interest in new music programming have learnt that they need to
source new capacity and producing alliances, because it takes them into very different
territory. Independent producers are then proposing or being invited in various ways to
respond to these needs: contributing curatorially; offering their artistic relationships, ideas,
and audience knowledge; raising project finance; delivering production requirements; offering
marketing and media knowhow; and to differing degrees sharing the risk with the institutions
involved.
However, this picture is under pressure and is reported as being in retreat at present. In the
face of funding cuts, many visual arts institutions are finding it harder to prioritise an art form
that is not understood as being at the core of their mission. Their business model, with
relative lack of earned income, increases the impact of cuts imposed, and this in turn is
impacting on the appetite or ability of many to programme in this way.
4.4.3.

Cross art form venues

The story amongst cross art form venues is very mixed. People spoke about the way that
venues are losing their ability to sustain their programmes artistically or to invest in audience
development to support ambitious areas of programming, and the weakening of audiences for
non-mainstream work as a result.
‘The biggest issue is the state of music programming and audiences in mixed art form, nonspecialist venues across the country. What’s creating this situation? Funding pressures
mean greatly reduced programming budgets, and there’s little or no subsidy for music in this
context. They’re dependent on audience figures, and it’s hard to commit resources to
audience development. They’re tak ing fewer risk s.’
‘My biggest concern is the venues that independents work with. They are fighting for their
survival. Their capacity to tak e risk s, to build audiences, is being tak en apart. We see it
close up.’
‘The venues are getting left behind in their ability to programme strongly, and so creative
producers are left without venues able to work strongly with them. There’s no point in
creative producers if the venues aren’t flourishing, and things are getting harder and harder.’
This is a serious situation on many levels, and for independent producers it creates a
challenging picture within which to tour artists or to devise ambitious projects. It impacts on
independent producers, but the seriousness of the problems emerging for these venues has a
much wider importance than that.
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4.4.4.

An unequal share of the pain

In the face of this, a few notable figures that I consulted (none of whom speak as independent
producers or commissioning institutions) have pointed out that, at this time of increasing
financial pressure, it is generally the independents – whether artists or producers - who are
taking an imbalanced share of the pain.
‘Increasingly, less and less of the risk s are being tak en by the institutions, and more and more
by the independents, be they artists or producers. Institutions have not become more porous
and generous as might have been hoped.’
‘There’s less money out there, and the first people to feel it are the independents, the front
line. The institutions are powerful in this equation, and there’s exploitation of independent
producers and artists in terms of what they are paid. This is rarely talk ed about.’
The institutions have the greater power, and in a picture where government policies want
public funding to achieve twice as much for less, too often it’s the independents who are
being left to pay a dangerous price in terms of remuneration levels, project contributions, and
the risks they are expected to accept.
4.4.5.

Some venues and festivals in vibrant shape

And yet alongside the difficulties experienced by some, a number of venues and festivals are
continuing to produce distinctive, vibrant and ambitious programmes for their audiences, often
with an international level of recognition. By definition, they are in strong producing shape
themselves, often with strong in-house programmers and producers. If they work with
independent producers – which is not universally the case - they expect them to be at the top
of their game, to have had time to build up real expertise and knowledge, and to add clear
value. They look for a distinctive addition to their own artistic, production or audience
knowledge, and for great ideas, new curatorial takes, and artistic relationships that they
cannot generate themselves.
‘I work with some independent producers, but they need to be very clear what they are
proposing, and to k now how to bring resources to it. I need their work with me to be really,
really good. I have a strong tak e of my own curatorially, so the independent needs to be a
specialist and to add value.’
‘Increasingly, I find the artists I want to work with, and then build a relationship, develop a
story with them of the work they want to create, not pick an existing work or project vision off
the shelf. This is a major shift. There are opportunities for independent producers in this
picture, but it’s not attractive to be sold a fully formed project vision that’s already fully
defined. I’m interested to work with independent producers because of the artistic
relationships and new voices and talent they can introduce.’
Most of these institutions need to raise additional funds to enable ambitious projects, and they
look to an independent producer to open up opportunities in this regard. Several noted the
pragmatic advantage that an independent offers if they can apply for funds for which the
institution itself would not be eligible. Rare but very welcome is if the independent producer
can participate in some of the producing risks as well.
4.5. Commissioning programmes and other partnerships
There are other commissioning and producing opportunities out there for independent
producers in new music, if they can acquire the capacity to build and lead projects in their
own right. The cultural celebrations of recent years, such as the Cities of Culture, and the
national programmes such as the 2012 Cultural Olympiad and 14-18 NOW, have created
exciting producing platforms. Independents have been eligible to propose projects for
commission, but this has rarely happened: not many have the capacity to lead on developing
the projects and taking the producing risks involved.
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Alongside these national and city-based cultural programmes, some local authority
commissions and partnerships with independent producers have been notable in their
ambition in recent years. These have tended to take place in outdoor settings, often working
with large scale spectacle, performance, and installation: music has rarely been the central
focus artistically. The outdoor music festival scene celebrates an incredible wealth of genres
of music, and has often worked closely with local authorities to achieve the growth in outdoor
events of recent years. This has provided opportunities, but the market picture is volatile,
and for most the tough economics of promoting prevail.
4.6. The spaces beyond
Beyond the festival phenomenon, a lively event and ‘experience’ culture is generating
audiences with an appetite for new types of cultural experience beyond the known formats.
Across art forms, promoters, producers, and artists are opening up new spaces – whether
physical or cultural – to feed this energy. There’s been a freeing up of who is able and
interested to act as a producer, generating a ‘DIY’ promoting and producing scene. This is
supported by the growing possibility open to anyone through digital and online media to put
one’s ideas and creativity out into the world and to sideline the mainstream commercial
promoters or public institutions. More companies, bands and ensembles are self-producing,
whether funded or not, and taking charge of where and how they want to connect with an
audience.
This has allowed some independent producers to generate some of the most distinctive
platforms for new music at present.
‘We’ve gone into raw buildings to create our own space. We haven’t been interested in
work ing with other institutions to do this, because we’re trying to curate and generate
something new. Our first festival was free, and we got press coverage instantly, selling out
an 8 day programme in 4 days. Then we sold tick ets for £10 next time, and increased
attendances. We work with social media and online media partners. We’ve never had any
promotional or PR help.’
4.7. Digital and online
The rise of digital media, social networking, new technologies, and online cultural experience
is both an opportunity and a significant challenge for independent producers. A few are
working successfully with aspects of this, but the digital and online landscape is transforming
constantly, and independent producers need to find ways to travel with these changes as
their projects require. With the resources available to them, this is really hard.
‘You’d expect me to name digital media as an opportunity, but so few yet understand how to
harness the power of new technologies in what we do.’
‘We all face a major challenge of how to bring the live and online platforms together, the
migration between the physical and the virtual. It’s very hard for independents to be active
within this crucial shifting cultural territory.’
4.8. The funding picture
It has never been easy to raise funds as an independent producer. The picture that has
emerged from my conversations is that this longstanding fundraising challenge has not got
notably harder in the current environment than in previous periods. In fact, some people feel
that the greater understanding of the producer’s role has made it easier to engage funders
with the potential for support, though they also observe that due to the wider funding
pressures the competition for funds is getting greater all the time.
Many see Arts Council England as more willing in principle to fund independent producers’
proposals through Grants for the Arts than in previous times, but it hasn’t been in the scope of
this report to analyse the facts of this at present. In addition to G4A funding, ACE have taken
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on a handful of new producer led organisations into their strand of regularly funded National
Portfolio Organisations, some in music, some in other art forms. These outfits’ artistic
judgement, entrepreneurialism, fundraising skills, and audience focus , have stood them in
good stead. Some strategic funds, such as the Strategic Touring Fund, have supported
independent producing as well.
In Scotland, cultural funding has been more of a political priority in the recent period, and
Creative Scotland’s interest in supporting independent producers through their various
funding strands will become clear as current decisions unfold. In Wales and Northern Ireland,
there are difficult cuts to arts funding at national and local levels. The independent producing
scenes are less developed across the board. Producers can apply for project support in
Wales alongside other creative professionals, and Arts Council Wales is interested to develop
the producer’s role and contribution in the cultural mix. In Northern Ireland, there is a focus
on support and development of home grown talent within which emergent producers can
make their case, but there is limited scope to prioritise independent producing beyond this.
A small grouping of trusts and foundations – most notably the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation,
Jerwood Charitable Foundation, Paul Hamlyn Foundation, and PRS for Music Foundation respond from time to time to proposals from independent producers, offering project support,
core funding, or backing for sector training and development ideas. The British Council is
also proving a helpful partner to many, supporting networking, international positioning, some
project ideas and joint initiatives, and playing a part in varying ways that helps projects to
proceed. Some independents in new music are also securing online media and brand
partnerships that are proving critical to their success.
The toughest funding challenge was identified by many, especially for those without regular
funding support, as being in a position financially to invest the development time that
successful producing so often requires. This critical issue is considered further in the section
below.
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5. Producer needs and potential responses

As well as looking at the current challenges and opportunities for independent producing, I’ve
also been asked to consider the current needs of independent producers, if they are to
succeed more fully, and to identify areas of opportunity to respond to these.
It quickly became clear that independent producers’ needs have changed little, in whatever
art form they work and at whatever stage in their career. The ability to find ways to meet
these is part of the demanding skillset that independent producers require. Those I spoke to
confirmed the same story again and again. Independent producers need:








Unbounded resilience, and a visionary and resourceful outlook no matter the pressures
Lively and connected networks
Wide ranging and up to date knowledge
An already broad skillset that is growing even wider as the digital world gathers pace
Ways to keep developing professionally, despite the relative isolation of working
independently
A viable way to invest the development time that unlocks successful producing
And the ability to secure the resources that projects require

5.1. Resourcefulness and resilience
‘The external context has never been harder. But some people will always buck the trend
and do something really great.’
‘Opportunities? You create your own. Pick up the phone and try to mak e something happen.’
These personal qualities are amongst the greatest assets that an independent producer can
muster. Knowing how to find support for themselves in the face of the pressures and often
the isolation of what they are trying to do is a vital skill.
5.2. Up-to-date knowledge, networking and connectivity
Up-to-date knowledge is the most valuable currency for independent producers , and yet this
can be hard to gain and keep up-to-date. Independent producers need to know about:






What’s happening both in their art form areas of interest and on a wider canvas
Individual artists, and potential collaborators in all areas of a project’s life
Audience tastes and behaviours
Institutional ambitions, and individual collaborators and decision makers on whom their
plans may rest
Where funding and partnership opportunities might lie
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To achieve this, networking and connectivity are key, and yet many spoke about how hard it
can be as an independent to stay connected and networked in this way . Clearly, PRSF itself
has helped, offering networking and profiling opportunities through the events and platforms it
convenes to celebrate and comment on its programmes and funded projects. But more
mechanisms that enable producers to be part of a collaborative creative community, with
access to other networks and contexts, are still desired. There is a clear opportunity for
future support and action in this area.
5.3. Training
The producer’s skillset is very wide – everyone agrees on that – and it takes time to
accumulate. The producer needs skills in:









Artistic collaboration
Programming
Production budgeting and management
Marketing, social media, PR
Contractual negotiation
Project management
Financial management, business planning
Fundraising, advocacy and relationship building

5.3.1.

A range of views

In the face of this impressive roster, it’s interesting that there’s no clear view amongst those I
interviewed as to the best way to train producing talent.
Some feel that skills training is relevant to help build up the basic tool kit of skills required,
while others feel that initiatives such as the new MAs in Creative Producing can only give a
very early stage preparation for a role that requires a depth of experience and maturity to
fulfil, and that holds real responsibilities and risks; in their view, there’s no substitute for
learning on the job over time, and acknowledging what a lot there is to learn through
experience and exposure to risk, and the time this takes.
‘It tak es years to learn our craft. Producing the work of an artist is a big thing, you need to
k now and understand all the sk ills and also be able to understand the ethos of the particular
artist and respond to that.’
‘It’s a very sk illed role, drawing on lots of k nowledge of your sector, of practice, of potential
relationships, how to create the right structure, how to work with the artist through crises, be
supportive but also mak e your point. People can be naturally good at it, but they also need
lots of experience and sk ill to draw on.’
5.3.2.

New Music Plus’ approach

For those who are getting into independent producing, it can be hard to accumulate the
spread of skills required. New Music Plus itself has been addressing this training gap for
those involved, and has chosen to offer a combination of these elements, combining formal
training in a number of areas with the chance to stretch one’s own practice as a producer in
collaboration with a host venue, in turn supported by mentoring and an ethos of peer support.
Participants at a relatively early stage in their career as independents have found this a very
valuable mix. With a total of 28 participants over the three cycles offered the chance to
develop their skills in this way, it has been a significant investment in the skills base within
independent producing in new music. The Hub evaluation report
5.3.3.

Comparator initiatives

I asked consultees to help identify comparators for New Music Plus. At present, there are a
number of other interesting examples, but unsurprisingly they sit largely within theatre and
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other areas of the performing arts, rather than music. A brief outline with relevant web links
is given in Appendix 2.
The general view has been that New Music Plus has been the only dedicated producer
development programme in music of its kind. It has taken a distinctive approach, combining
these elements of training, professional development, peer support, and practical application.
It has sought and achieved a positive impact on many of the host institutions involved as well.
Compared to programmes in other art forms, its financial investment has been significant.
5.4. Sustaining and developing a producing practice and career
Once individuals have found a way to get going as independent producers and to build the
skills they need, it remains as hard as it’s ever been to build a career and to develop a
maturing practice working independently. Across different art forms, some highly talented
individuals do pull this off in their own distinctive way. Those I spoke to often named the
enormous challenges for an independent producer not only of getting by financially in
personal terms, and of sustaining the financial risks of producing projects, but also of being in
a position to get better at what you do, and to extend your ambitions for the difference you
can make - for artists, audiences, and the art form.
‘For me, the biggest challenge is how to innovate in my approach, how to grow my ambitions,
and find new methodologies in response to each project and idea.’
‘It tak es time to grow and find yourself as a producer. I feel that I’m only really growing into
myself now. How to develop a mature practice as a producer is a real challenge.’
They also spoke about how essential it is, and also how exposed and risky it can be, to learn
from your mistakes. Ambition can lead to high stakes as an independent.
‘Younger independents need confidence and courage, and the sk ills and experience to build
great ideas into great projects. I got burnt several times in my earlier life as an independent
producer. You have to find a way through this and learn these things.’
‘If you do it properly, with the artistic ambition and intention that are needed, it’s really risk y,
and you will get burnt at times. The perseverance needed is extreme.’
Some people choose to pursue what they do by remaining freelance over time, mixing this
with others avenues for their careers and ways of earning a living.
‘I have never tried to survive solely on producing. Can this be done? I don’t think so. I have
multiple career paths.’
But others seek to facilitate this growth in ambition by looking for core funding so that they
can grow capacity and commit themselves to their work as independent producers entirely.
For a small few, this is sometimes successful. However, if you don’t want to form a limited
company and grow a small organisation, the options are limited.
‘I don’t want to have to create a limited company and to become an organisation to grow my
capability and attract support. This limits as much as it enables.’
These challenges mean that a good number of individuals who have been independent
producers at a given time in their career take a decision to move into employment with an
organisation where they feel they can still pursue their growth as producers. This yields up
autonomy and the high degree of self-definition that comes with life as an independent, but
offers the empowering and often greater producing capacity of that organisation, and the
stability and security that result.
New Music Plus has sought to develop individuals who have been relatively new to
independent producing. To date, there hasn’t been an initiative that engages with this
challenge of more mature continuing professional development. How could more established
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producers take the risk of new ambitions, of seeking to cover new ground? As the external
context continues to get tougher, this may be an area of opportunity for future support,
helping the best independent producers with a distinctive track record within new music to
move forward in what they do.
5.5. Project development time – one of the biggest challenges of all
The complexity of the landscape means that it’s taking more and more to build partnerships
and get ideas off the ground. This heightens a longstanding challenge for independent
producers and the artists with whom they work: how to resource the often extensive
development time required to build an idea, form the partnerships and relationships involved,
and raise the finance required. This is the phase that really yields the quality of the ultimate
project, and it’s always been the hardest to achieve.
If core funded, it’s up to the producer to manage overall commitments to be able to invest
what is needed to create a great project. For those who are project funded, this up-front
investment of time and effort is a big risk, and can place intolerable strains on the viability of
being an independent producer. This is one of the sharpest pressure points experienced by
independents at present.
‘The k ey issue for us is the time it tak es to build ideas, to mak e great things happen. It’s a big
problem financially. If it’s hard for us, how must this be for people who are not core funded?’
‘The cost of producing is still not recognised and supported. In particular, the development
time is not ack nowledged and supported, and this is really, really hard.’
Some of those I spoke to look to funders and institutional partners to engage with this
challenge, if they value independent producing within the mix. Ideas included:




A best practice framework for how venues and independents can work together, including
how fees to independents (producers and artists) are structured
Funding or bursary support that would provide independents with the funded capacity to
develop a roster of new projects, for which they would then need to pursue full production
resources in the normal way
A greater willingness to prioritise R&D support in funding decisions, even if little is yet
known about a particular collaboration or the way a project will take shape.

5.6. Full project finance
A number of individuals offered the view that they find PRSF’s grant programmes available
and accessible to them as producers. More widely, no one I spoke to wanted to plead a
special case for independent producers to be able to raise project finance above other
constituencies seeking support. The need to tell a great story and to make a compelling case
is recognised by all, and they know that to be able to succeed in fundraising is one of the core
skills they must bring to what they do.
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6. Looking forward

After three cycles of New Music Plus since 2009, with 28 producer participants, and the
involvement of their host organisations and mentors too, it’s an interesting time for PRSF to
take stock about the strategic needs in relation to independent producing in music. This
consultation has helped to identify the current landscape within which these can be
considered further. In parallel to this document, I have been asked to create a report for
PRSF that identifies the questions and possible ways in to future strategy that the
consultation has throw up. Combined with the benefit of the hub’s detailed evaluation of the
impacts of New Music Plus for its participants, and with PRSF’s own insights from having
supported New Music Plus over the past six years, this will help PRSF to develop its thinking
in the period ahead.

Kate Tyndall
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Appendix 1
Consultees
Funders of New Music Plus/other funders








Regis Cochefert – Head of Arts, Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Clare Hewitt – Development Officer, Creative Scotland
Alison Holdom – Grants Manager, Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
Shonagh Manson – Director, Jerwood Charitable Foundation
Lisa Matthews – Portfolio Manager, Arts Council Wales
Ciaran Scullion – Head of Music, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Helen Sprott – Director of Music, Arts Council England

New Music Plus consultants/staff



Julia Payne – Director, the hub
Nicole McNeilly – NMP project coordinator at PRSF

New Music Plus participants





Will Dutta – Chimera Productions
Andrew Ellis – Samizdat
Suzy Glass
Maija Handover – Sound UK

New Music Plus hosts





Daniel Brine – Director, The Junction
Sarah Martin – Head of Exhibitions, Turner Contemporary
Dave Moutrey – Director, Home
Sally Tallant – Director, Liverpool Biennial

New Music Plus mentors






Louise Blackwell – Co-Director, Fuel
Debra King – Director, Brighter Sound
Nicola Thorold – Executive Producer, Roundhouse
Nicky Webb – independent producer
Lucy Wood – promoter, Eat Your Own Ears

Other music sector k ey figures







Laura Ducceschi – Creative Producer, Brighton Dome and Festival
Susanna Eastburn – Director, Sound and Music
Graham McKenzie – Director, Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival
Bryn Ormrod – Music Programmer/Producer, Barbican
Jonathan Reekie – Director, Somerset House Trust
Claire Whitaker – Director, Serious

Composers/musicians





Sam Lee – Nest Collective
Lucy Railton – Co-director, London Contemporary Music Festival
Kate Whitley – Director, Multi-Story
Mira Calix

Individuals from other disciplines to offer overview
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Cathie Boyd – Artistic Director, Theatre Cryptic/Co-Curator, Sonica
Bill Gee – Artistic Director, Dartington Arts Trust
David Jubb – Artistic Director, Battersea Arts Centre
David Metcalfe – Artistic Director, Forma
Michael Morris – Co-Director, Artangel
Clare Reddington – Creative Director, Watershed
Jenny Waldman – Director, 14-18 NOW

Questions explored as appropriate in interviews








What change do you feel there’s been over recent years in the context and state of play
for independent producers in different art forms? What’s been achieved? What’s
become easier - or increasingly difficult? What has not changed?
What are your views on the needs, challenges and opportunities in relation to the
independent producer in new music/other art forms looking forward?
Do you have comments on the way that PRSF understands the role of independent
producer?
How do you think the independent producer’s work is likely to change in future?
What is the independent producer’s contribution in relation to artist development?
What current models or initiatives (in different art forms) can PRSF learn from in shaping
its future thinking?
Do you have comments on where PRSF should focus in future in relation to the role of
the independent producer?
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Appendix 2 – Comparator initiatives to New Music Plus
My research has thrown up some interesting comparators. These have all been in other art
forms, notably theatre.
BAC’s Jerwood Regional Producers Network
This initiative has been pairing independent producers based in a number of ‘areas of low
engagement’ with members of the producers team at BAC in order to create opportunities for
peer to peer professional development generated through BAC’s sister initiative, the
Collaborative Touring Network.
www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation. org/ bac-bac-jerwood-national-producer-net work
Stage One
Funded by the Society of London Theatres, trusts and foundations, businesses and
individuals, the Stage One charity offers 6-12 month bursaries and apprenticeships to early
career professionals, who want to pursue a career as commercial theatre producers, or to
work across subsidised and commercial models of theatre producing.
www.stageone.uk.com
Federation of Scottish Theatre’s Producer Placement Scheme
Funded by Creative Scotland, this FST initiative supports producers with a full time
educational stipend (3 months full time equivalent) in a placement in a producing company
across theatre, dance and opera, to which the host also contributes costs.
www.scottishtheatre.org/training-development/bursaries/producer-placement-bursary
Watershed’s Digital Producers Lab
In the emergent field of digital producing, Watershed in Bristol has so far run three Digital
Producers Labs, funded by Arts Council England and then Arts Council Wales - a week long
boot camp offering peer to peer learning and expert input, allowing individuals to move across
and strengthen skills in this new area, and building a community and network as they go.
www.watershed.co.uk/ished/projects/digital-producers -lab
Spill Festival New Producers initiative
Funded by the Jerwood Charitable Foundation, the Spill Festival targets five entry level young
producers and pairs them with live artists from their National Showcase to produce a piece of
work for the Spill Festival in 2015, offering a nominal bursary and more extensive mentoring
and guidance.
www.spillfestival.com/new-producers
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